
Sokogakuen/ Intermediate3 / SFJ Lesson12 Oral Production Homework/ Nishida/ R. Kondo 
 
Prepare for class activity, “Oral Production.”  
 
[Oral production] 
Each student, one by one, will say one of the following sentences in Japanese to the best of his/her 
ability. If the utterance (translation) is acceptable, circle the letter A. If it is not acceptable, circle 
the letter B. When you answer B, please briefly indicate the error(s) you heard. 
 
 

1. A   B  In March, does it rain around San Francisco? 

2. A   B   If you don't know the phone number of the hotel, you’ll be in trouble. 

3. A   B   Please ask the teacher, if you don’t understand. 

4. A   B  If you go to upstairs, you will see the exhibition on your right. 

5. A   B  The president should not smoke during a meeting.  

6. A   B  You’d better drink medicine. 

7. A   B You’d better rest more this weekend.   

8. A   B We will go to a restaurant called “Mom’s” after the Japanese class is over. 

9. A   B What will you do after finish this course? 

10. A   B Would you like to eat Sushi later? 

11. A   B   Study Kanji before you go to Japan. 

12. A   B  I ate breakfast before I went to school. 

13. A   B  Turn right at Octavia and turn left at Austin, then you can see Sokogakuen. 

14. A   B To master snowboarding, I think it will take a good few years.   

15. A   B   Please come to (the place of) the window. 

16. A   B  Turn right at the third traffic lights. 

17. A   B The second women from the left is Tanaka-san. 

18. A   B  To pass the intermediate3 course, I think it will take a food 3 months. 

19. A   B  I cannot hear the Japanese tape. 

20. A   B   You’d better study Japanese at least 2 hours a day. 



 


